Cambo SLW-81
Interface plate for AFi / AFi-II

This adapter can be used for the:

AFi/AFi-II (non-rotating sensor)

AFi-II R models (rotating sensor)

Standard the lever for the non-rotating sensor version is attached.

If you want to use the AFi-II R digital back please unscrew these two screws and replace the lever and replace and tighten the screws.

AFi/AFi-II (non-rotating sensor) standard

Make sure the lever is in the left most position, place the Afi(-II) digital body. When the pins are fully inserted, lock the mount by pressing the locking pin of the lever, now you can slide the lever to the right most position.

To unmount the back, press the lock of the lever, and return the lever to the left most position.

WARNING: Do not try to unlock the lever (force the lever) without pressing the locking pin, this will damage the lock.
AFi-II R models (rotating sensor)

For use with the AFi-II R models, please first replace the lever, as explained previously in this instruction.

Ensure that the lever is in the left most position, then place the back until the pins are inserted fully.

Now slide the lever to the right most position, this will lock the pins of the AFi mount.

To lock the lever please place the clip over the lever and the two locking sliders of the Cambo interface mount (as shown in the images below).

*Note: the clip doesn’t fit the pre-2008 models of the Cambo interface plate.*